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ABSTRACT

Why Does the ‘Law of One Price’ Fail? A Case Study*

We use retail transaction prices for a multinational retailer to examine the
extent and permanence of violations of the law of one price (LOOP) for
identical products sold in a variety of countries. We find median deviations of
20–50%. The differences are not systematic across very similar goods within
a product group (e.g. two types of mirrors), nor across product groups, ruling
out differences in local distribution costs as an explanation of violations of the
LOOP and pointing instead to differences in mark-ups. While divergences are
large at a point in time, both their extent and their duration is limited,
suggesting the presence of significant indirect competitive pressures.
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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY

A key assumption in international macroeconomics is the law of one price
(LOOP): an identical traded good should sell at the same (common currency)
price in all locations. Put differently, the world is assumed to be an integrated
market and the extent to which the LOOP holds or fails provides information
about whether markets are global or are locally segmented.

Most available price information comes in index form. As base years and base
prices vary, the LOOP can only be tested in a very indirect way using these
data, specifically, index number-based studies can only examine whether
price differences increase or decrease over time, but cannot make statements
about the level of these actual price differences. In consequence, attention
has turned to studies of the actual prices of individual products. Ideally these
should have two properties, being identical and being widely traded.

In this Paper we examine the prices of a range of goods that fulfil these
requirements, specifically, the catalogue prices in 25 countries of 119 goods
sold by IKEA, the Swedish household furniture retailer. The goods are
identical in terms of both design and country of origin and the catalogue prices
are the actual transaction prices.

For these data, the simple law of one price is convincingly rejected.
Converting prices into a common currency, we find median deviations of
relative prices of between 20% and 50%.

Conceptually, the final retail selling price of a product may be decomposed
into the import price of the product, the local distribution cost and the profit
mark-up. A difference in prices can thus reflect differences in mark-ups (an
indication that markets are less than perfectly integrated), however, they may
also simply reflect differences in local distribution costs, VAT etc. The data
allow a number of indirect tests of this hypothesis. Thus one might suspect
that local distribution costs are similar for similar goods. To take one example,
if local costs are at the root of the rejection of the LOOP, one would expect
that if one mirror is more expensive in Denmark compared to other European
countries, then all mirrors should be more expensive in Denmark. This is not
the case, for instance, small round wooden mirrors are most expensive in
Denmark, while small square wooden mirrors are cheapest in Denmark, a
finding that is difficult to reconcile with differences in local distribution costs
between square and round mirrors. The same finding applies to virtually all of
the 119 products: there are no uniformly more expensive or cheaper
countries, rather, the ordering of prices differ for each product.



This finding does not rule out important differences in local distribution costs,
but suggests that such differences are not the sole reason for the violation of
the LOOP, pointing instead to differences in mark-ups. Such differences in
mark-up raise the issue of potential arbitrage: if price differences between
countries are sufficiently large relative to transaction costs, buying products in
cheaper and reselling them in more expensive markets may be profitable.
Indeed, it is precisely this arbitrage possibility which underlies the theory of the
LOOP. For IKEA products, it is relatively unlikely that consumer arbitrage
takes place on a substantial scale. Price differences could however be
exploited by competing retailers to influence their competitive position. One
would expect such arbitrage or competitive pressures to be particularly acute
for countries which are highly integrated, sharing common borders, common
languages, being a member of the same trade block. If so, price differences
should be smaller across such subsets of countries. We find that indeed to be
the case: typical price divergences increase in distance and decrease in
market size. We also find, consistent with arbitrage and competitive
pressures, that price differences tend to narrow over time, a tendency which is
most pronounced for the goods displaying the largest initial price differences.

In conclusion, the data establish the presence of substantial price differences
at a point in time: defined narrowly, the LOOP fails, but the data also suggest
that the size of deviations from the LOOP is limited.












































